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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length _____ _ I meter __ ________________ m foot (or miIc) _________ ft. (or mi.) Tirne ________ t second ___ ______________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ____ ____ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower __ _________ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hOUL _____ k.p.h. miles per hour ________ m .p.h. meters per-second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Ooefficient of viscosity 
P, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° O. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=4p V2 
Wt, absolute coefficient OL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p-' 
J.L 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° 0., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the con-esponding 
number is 274,000) 
Oenter-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zera. 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
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SUMMARY 
A compl>ehensive investigation has been carried on with 
J~( ll-scale models in the . A. O. A. 20:loot wind tunnel, 
the general purpo e oj which is to furnish irif01>mation in 
regard to the physical functioning oj the composite pro-
peller-nacelle unit under all conditions oj take-off, taxying, 
and normal :flight. This report deals exclusively with the 
cowling characteT1stics under conditions of normal flight 
and includes the result oj tests oj numeTOUS combinations 
oj more than a do zen no e cowlings, about a do zen skirts, 
two pTopellers, two sizes of nacelle, as well as various types 
of spinners and otha devices. 
The optimum shape oj a low-dmg cowling has been 
determined. The shape oj the leading edge and the con-
tours oj the exit passage are the cause oj large losses when 
impropedy designed. The importance oj providing 
means for regulating the quantity of cooling air to the 
minimum that will pTevent excessive lo ses at high speeds 
has been demonstmted. The N. A. O. A. cowlings 
show a l'emarkably high efficiency when considered as a 
1Jump for the cooling ai l'. The superi01'ity oj a baffled 
ovel' an unbaffled engine has been verified and it has, 
jUl,thel'more, been shown that tightly fitting baffles are 
uperior to the defiectol' type. 
INTRODUCTION 
The general purpose of a cowling has been known for 
'ome time. The original te t of . A. C. A. cowlings 
are given in reference 1 and later studies in reference 
2, 3, and 4. The actual de ign of the engine cowling 
has, however, been based on a very inadequate scientific 
knowledge of its functions, owing largely to a lack of 
conclusive experimental data. The two basic function 
of the engine cowling are: (1) T o provide an engine 
enclosure having minimum air resistance and (2) to 
act as a pump for the air that is to cool the engine or 
the radiator. 
The cowling is usually designed to fit tightly about 
the engine unit with a rearward taper gradually faired 
into a wing or with a lightly expanding section that 
forms the front portion of a fu elage. The de ign of 
the portion ahead of the engine has been quite hap-
hazard and often aerodynamically poor. A the cowling 
ha a leading edge quite similar to that of an airfoil , 
it must be expected to react aerodynamically in much 
the ame manner. The leading edge being fairly thin, 
the owling must be en itive to th "angle of attack" 
of the local air £low at the leading edge. This que tion 
bas, in fact, been considered as a direct con equence 
of the findings of 1" ference 5, in which an "ideal angle 
of attack" is defined. 
No information 11 a been available until quite recently 
on the function of the cowling as an air pump. 
ince the summer of 1935 the N. A. C. A. ha been 
conducting a very exten ive investigation of propellers, 
nacelle, and cowling with numerou pecial devi e 
including a dozen different cowling with a variety 
of skirts . Attention is being paid to the mutual 
interference of the parts and to their effect on engine 
cooling. This fU'st r eport comprises the re ults of the 
tests of cowlings, nacelles, and spinners under normal-
flight condi ti ons 
A ALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
As previou ly stated, the two primary functions of 
the cowlino- are: (1) To provide an engine enclosure of 
minimum drag and (2) to pump the cooling air through 
the engine or the radiator. These functions are di tinct 
because the definite amount of work required to be 
done on the cooling air is di tinctly different from the 
ordinary aerodynamic drag of the cowling itself. In 
order to cool the engine, a certain quantity of air Q ha 
to be forced through the engine per second at a certain 
pressure difference 6.p . A related increment is observed 
in the drag D - Do at an air speed V. The work done 
per econd is thus Q6.p and the work expended exclusively 
for cooling is (D - Do) V, which gives an efficiency of 
pumpmo-
lIV = (D-Do)V 
The quantity Do, which is given considerable signiii-
cance, is defined as the drag of a closed cowling with 
major climen ions similar to tho e of the actual cowling 
a indicated by the sketch in figure 1. (See also the 
actual design in fig. 4, no e 19, kirt 5.) 
Writing the total drag of the cowling-nacelle unit 
D = Q6.P+D 
lIv 11 0 
the problem is stated. It is, of course, evident that 
lIv hould be as large and Do should be as small as 
possible . 
1 
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Thus far the pre ence of a propeller has been ignored. 
On fir t con ideration one might be led to believe the 
propeller to be nones en tial in the sense that all con-
clusions drawn from a test withou t a propeller migh t 
readily be applied. That uch a procedure is not pet'mis-
sible will be eviden t from the results. The main inter-
action may, however, be fairly well i olated and d -
scribed. In order to determine the pump efficiency with 
a propeller, the net efficiency of the propeller-nacelle 
unit will first be defined a 
where R is the thrust of the unit an 1 P the power sUjJ-
plied to the propeller shaft. The value lIn thus includes 
the useful expenditure to cooling. 
A the propeller is a secondary consideration, it will 
be trcated very simply as a disk capable of producing 
the de ired pressure di11'erence or forward thru t. The 
velocity increase and the contraction of the lipstream 
~ 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
~--
F' GU HE I.- Bas ic cowling shape for determining minimum drag. 
are found to be proportional to the unit disk loading, 
definerl as 
P 
Pc= q V 
where q i the dynamic pressure ~ p 1'2 and S is the disk 
Any combination of P, 5, and q (or of V) that give 
fixed values of Pc are therefore essentially similar in 
geometrical appearance of the flow field. In the tudy 
of the efI'ect of the propeller on the cowling, the para-
meter Pc will frequently be employed, or rather the 
more conyenient expre sion 
/ 7rD 21 
_ 1 __ 1 3 4' '5/ 
";;P
c
-
1 V P V 3 / pS 
-Y 2P 
J It may be noted that large value of ";;P
c 
corre pond to 
small contractions and vice versa. 
An expression for the pumping efficiency of the 
cowling for the power tests i obtained by recognizing 
the fact that part of the apparent loss in aerodynam ic 
efficiency reappears as useful \vork in cooling the engine . 
The net efficiency pertaining to a certain in tallation 
has been given as 11 11 , which i experimentally determined 
for everal value of Pc. The mechanical cost of the 
cooling is determined by employing the clo ed cowling 
in figure 1 to obtain a serie of point on the net-
, It is nOLed that the power supplied to the air stream as thrust is somewhat less than 
P anrt that the etTecLi ve disk area is reduced by the Goldstein etTect. (Sea reference 6.) 
efficiency cUrYe f r till limiting case of no cooling or 
pumping 10 (' This particular net efficiency is 
denoted as 110 ' ~\. comparison of these net efftciencie 
at a yalue o( F\ repre enting a desired tandard 
condition gives tIle pump efficiency at P c a 
Q!J.p 
IIp=-;-~,,""",r; (lIo-lIn) P 
Consider for a moment the product Q!J.p. The 
engine or the radiator permits a rate of flow Q at a 
pressure diO'erence !J.p. For a O'lven engine the pressure 
drop acro the bafIle i obviously very nearly pro-
portional to the sq uare of the volume and to the 
density p. A nondimen ional quantity can easily be 
obtained . Let 1 be the cro s-sectional area of the 
portion of the main airstream in front of the engine, 
which actually enters the engine as c oling air. ( ee 
fig. 21(d) .) For a giycn engine or radiator tIti 
yolume A IT i proportional to -J!J.: ; that i , the area 
is proportional to /!J.P. The constant of proportion-
-y If. 
ality may be defined as 
.Ii lc = ~!J.: 
where Ie is seen to repre ent an area. In order to obtain 
a nondimensional expre ion, Ie may be expressed in 
terms of some representative area, uch as the eros -
ectional area o( the nacelle F. Thus 
A 
!{= ! ..:= F 
F /!J.p 
-y q 
(1) 
The term K, which shall be termed "the conductivity 
of the enO' ine," is now a pure number . It is ea y to 
yisuali .. e when 6.p i equal to q: when the available 
head is u eel acro the re i tance. In thi ea e !{=~ 
and the conducti\'ity !{ may be define 1 as the fraction 
of the total air column with a cro section equal to that 
of the nacelle that enters the inside of the cowling 
,,-hen the pre . ure drop across the resistance i equal 
to the velocity head q. 
The term" onductivity" has been u ed from time to 
time in various form by other authors. It is adopted 
becau e of a certain analoO'y to electrical terminology, 
as will be di eu ed later. 
The value of !J.p /q is nearly unity in baffled engines 
and !{ normally lies between 0.05 and 0.1. 1\10 t of 
the reported te ts were conducted with tightly fitted 
baffle, in which case the ,-alue of K is 0.0424. This 
value of K i referred to as "standard baffling." ub-
sequent test were run with loosely fitting baffle in 
which K was 0.0909. A final eries of te t wa made 
with the baffles removed and K , approximately 0.5. 
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The great convenience of having the engine-flow 
resi tan e gi,en by a single number can be realized. 
If the defined quanti ty K is used to obtain an 
expres ion [or the quantity of the cooling air 
Q= K-J6;) FV (2) 
a form is obtaine 1 that is particularly convenient 
ina much a a ingle calibration uffi ces to determine K 
for each engine baffle or radiator. The method of 
calibration will be described later. 
Introducing K in the eiTi.iency formula , there i 
obtained for the nacelle tc t with D= OD Fq 
(
6 P)3IZ K -
,, - q 
'/ /1- -0 0-
D- DO 
as the final formula fo r the pump efficiency. 
for the propeller tests 
K( 6;JY IZFVq K( 6dJy /2 F 
'rJp= C'rJo- 'rJn) P 'rJO- 'rJn P eS 
or 
(3) 
imilarly 
(4) 
KF 
where 0 = SP
e
' Thi formula i convenient as Kia 
con tant, as are the di k area S and the nacelle erOS -
ectional area F. It will later be hown that the value of 
1 
.,y P e = 1. has been cho en as a tandard of reference. 
The influence of the exit area on the flow throuo-h 
the c:-lwling is best explained by ref rence to figure 2 . 
v 
----+ 
(\ 
---- ------------------
FIG UHE 2.- Pressures and velocities ror defi uing conductivity. 
Observe that Pz and V 2 arc the pI' s ure and w locity, 
re pectively, in the exit. The static pre sure P2 i 
practically identica.l \vi th the tatic pre sure of the 
out ide flow at the slot becau e the fl ow line dividing 
the external and internal fi Ids is nearly str aight,. 
The expression for the total available drop is thu 
6P = 6p + 6pz 
where 6P is the total head on the front rrunu the 
tatic pres ure at the exit. The tatic pre ure at the 
exit, a will be een from a number of pressure plots, is 
u ually ligh tly negative and may in some ca e reach 
a value of - 0.3 q. The frontal pres ure i fairly clo e 
to q on all normal cowlings. The pres ure 6P thu 
rano-es from approximately 1 q to l.3 q. The right-
hand terms of the foregoing equation are the pressure 
drop acro, s the engine and the pre sure to produce the 
velocity head in the exit. The preceding equation 
written in nondimen iono1 form i 
6P = 6p +6P2 
q q q 
For the pressure drop across the engine there has already 
been obtained the relation 
Q= K-J6; Fl! 
or 
6 P_ ( Q )2 (j- KFV 
For the pre sure that produces the velocity head in the 
exit, there i simply 
1 v: 2 6P2='j,P 2 
a the internal-friction los in the passage i con id ered 
negligible. Ina much as V z= ~z and q=~ p V 2, there 
may be written 
6 P2= ( .-iL ) 2 q A2V 
The area of the exit of the slot Az may be written in 
coefficient form a a fraction of the maXlmum cro s-
ectional area F, a K 2F. Then 
6 P2 _ ( Q Y 
-q- K zFV) 
and for the total pressure drop the final relation 2 
6 P ( Q )2 ( Q )2 (Q )2[ 1 1 ] q= KFV + K
2
FV = FV I{2+K22 (5) 
representing tho ca e of two resistances in serie. The 
t:;.P pressure drop - corre pond to the vol tage V, the q 
quare of the rate of flow (Ft Y to tbe current J , and 
the conductivities K to O. 
A few remarks on the foregoing equation of flow 
reo-ulation may be in order. R e tating, the left-hand 
side is independent of air peed and is equal to ligh tly 
more than unity. Even with the use of cowling flap 
the increa e is only from about l.1 to l.3. The a soci-
ated increa e in Q i thus of the order of 10 percent and 
the increase in cooling i very slight. Indeed , if K i of 
the usual small value of baffled engines, not much is 
gained by increasing also the exit conductivity K 2 • 
Representative values of K and K 2 as used in the mo t 
effi cient and satisfactory in tallations te ted are 0.05 
and 0.15 , respectively. The pressures across the re i t-
ances are therefore (0 . ~5 )2 and (0.~5 )2' or in the ratio 3 
of 9 to l. Any po ible increase in J{2 results in only 
a negligible increase of Q. 
, N'ote the electrical analogy, I'= J (-&+-b, ) . 
3 For constant cooli ug, this ratio decreases as the a ir speed increases. 
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(a) Nacelle 2, nose 7, skirt 6, propeller B, inner cowling 6 (7-6-B-6-0) . (b) 'acelle I, uose 7, skirt 5, propeller B, inner cowl.ing 3 (7-5-B-3-0). 
(c) Front view or engine cylinders with barnes and center section of the cowling. (d) Rear view or engine cylinders witb baffles and center section or tbe cowling. 
FIGURE 3.-Tbe test set-up. 
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The conductivity J{ completely represents the engine 
as regards the aerodynamic tests of the nacelle-propeller 
unit . 
The choice of the value of 1.8 is made trictly for 
the convenience of comparison . Each individual pro-
peller was tested over a complete range of ano-les of 
attack. A plot of the net efficiency ao-ainst Jp 
c 
1 hows that the range of ";;Pc extends from 0 to about 3, 
the net efficiency becoming zero at the latter point. 
This particular shape of the efficiency curve is, of course, 
a function of the present te t et-up, which con i ts 
olely of an engine-nacelle unit. It is obvious that the 
pre ence of a wing section or of an entire a,irplane would 
(Nose 7 
E ' 
• I" Po '" ~ l~~"t:.":::~~/_on c: 
Posdjon I (a) Auxiliary airfoil 
ard equipment is de cribed in reference 7. The full-
scale cowling model was attached to the tandard 
balance frame by the supports shown in figures 3 (a) 
and 3 (b ). The supports were shielded from the air 
stream in the regular manner to minimize tare drag . 
The cowlings were built to enclose a Pratt & \Vhitney 
vVasp engine having a maximum diameter of 52 inche . 
The dummy engine used in the main serie of test 
con isted of "Wasp engine cylinders mounted on the 
front half of the crankcase (fig. 3 (c) and 3 (d)) . The 
engine was pivoted on an axis at the top (fig. 4) and the 
force was taken by a bell crank oonnected to a scale 
at the bottom. Thi arrangement permitted the direct 
determination of the axial force on the engine and the 
ring-cowling a sembly. 
/ (b) Toil pump 
FIG URE 4.-T est model lay·ou t with cowling shapes. 
change the shape of the entire curve. It i fairly safe 
to assume, however , that the differences in propeller , 
cowling, pinners, etc., would manifest them elves in 
the same relative manner. 
The condition ..;;lpc = l. mio-ht be more ea ily kept 
in mind as a fixed slipstream contr ction; it i used to 
permit a compari on of the eft' ct of the propeller on the 
cowling-nacelle uni t under equal or similar conditions of 
flow .4 
APPARATUS 
The cowling investigation was conducted m the 
. A. O. A. 20-foot wind tunnel , which with it stand-
• For example. the " alne 1/ ~ P, = I. is represented by a 550-horsepower enr ine 
and a 10·loot propeller at about. 180 mile per hour or by a 200-horsepower engine and 
a n -loot propeller at about 150 miles per hour. 
A 150-hor epower , 3-phase, wound-rotor inductioll 
motor was mounted in the nacelle behind the dummy 
engine (fig. 4). Tbi motor was calibrated in a special 
brake test over the entire range of speed and torque. 
The propeller was mounted in proper relation to the 
engine by an exten ion shaft, which replaced the engine 
shaft. The speed and the power output were controlled 
by re istance in the rotor circuit. This anangement 
permitted a flexibility and accuracy far superior to those 
obtainable on an engine run on its own po\ver. Another 
important reason for the electric drive is i ts dependa-
bility. With the complex installation comprised of 
more than 100 pre ure tubes and several dozen ther-
mocouples all over the unit, mechanical repair would 
have been cumber orne. 
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The heat transmission through the cylinder ,,'as 
obtained by the employment of a 2-kilowatt electric 
heater of fixed output mounted in ide cylinder 1, wbich 
was completely sealed . The measured surface temper-
atures thus furnished an accurate index of the coeffi-
cient of heat tran mis ion, not subj ect to the multi-
plicity of errors as ociated with tests of it gasoline 
engine. These temperaturcs ",ill be rcfelTccl to in the 
text and tables as "index" temperl) t ures T i . A shor1 
prelimin ary erie were run on an actual engine, a PratL 
& IVhi tney IVa p lIIl- G, baffled in the ayeragc man-
ner and run by it o\\'n po\\'el'. Conduct.i\·ity and 
temperature distribu tion were measured in cycral 
ca e for reference PUl'p O e . 
Cowlings .- All cowlings uscd in this investigation 
are surfaces of revolution about the propellcr axi. 1'110 
struction. Noes 1 and 4 had the ame ize of front 
opening but had very difl'erent angles of attack at the 
leading edge. Nose 5 difl'ered from no e 4 by having 
the leading edge designed as an aU'foil ection. Jose 
6 was identical with no e 5 except for a shortening of 
6 inches in the axial length . Nose 7 \Va de igned with 
a greater radius of curvature than nose 6, rcprese tinO' 
a co\ding very neutral to the direction of thc oncoming 
ail' flO\L Nose , which \\'n built on the ba ic form 
of nose 1, represent a completely closed no e used for 
specinl purposes. Jose 9 is built on nose 6 with a 
forward re\Tersecl curTa ture. Nose 15 i e pecially 
de ignecl for llOU ing a blower attached to the propeller 
haft . Nose 17 is a design to determine the efl'ect of 
reci ucing the mnin diameter of the cowling by placing 
bumps over the rocker boxes to house them. Thc 
X ose l FI Gt: RE 5.- Nose shapes of cowlings tes ted. 1\"os 2 
various forms are represented by profile line in figure 4. 
For conYenience, the rear portion enclosing the lcctric 
motor will be referrell to as the "nacelle." Th e por-
tion forward of the exit opening will be referred to a 
the "cowling." The cowling may be considered to 
consist of three part: (1) Nose, (2) center section , 
and (3) skirt. The center section of the cowling is 
attached permanently to the engine cylinders (fig . 3 (c) 
and 3(d) ) . The same center section \\'as u ed through-
out all tests with the excep tion of the ingle test on the 
complete cowling 17 . The nose and skirt ection 
were attached to the center section, care being taken 
to form a con tinuou mooth line. A photograph of 
each nose shape tested i reproduced in figure 5. 
The original serie comprised nose shapes 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, all being of th e ame length and genera.! con-
ba ic hape is sho\\'n in figure 4 and in figure 5. Nose 
1 is acorn bination of a perforated di k and no e 2. 
No e 19 i a combination of a solid plate and nose 2. 
The yarious shapes of skir t section tested are shown 
in figure 4. kirt 5, 9, and 10 clo ed up the rear open-
ing to the cowling. Skirt had flaps of 5-inch chord 
and 6-inch span turned out in the po ition hown in 
figure 4. 
Nacelles.-Nacelle 1 and 2, 44 and 50 inches in 
diameter, re pectively, were used in this investigation. 
The leading contour of the nacelle formed the inner 
surface for the cowling slot and is termed "inner cowl-
ing." Inner cowlings 2 and 3 were used with nacelle 
1; inner cowlings 4, 5, and 6 were used with nacelle 
2. These inner cowlings and the nacelles are shown 
in figure 4. 
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Baffies .- Baffies o[ conventional shape were used in 
tbi investigation. (ee fro· . 3 (c) and 3(d).) They 
were in contact with the cylinder barrel fin from the 
100° po_ition to the 145° position (see fig. 6) for the 
standard-batHe condition shown in table 1. In order 
N ose 3 
these test. Propeller B (Hamilton Standard drawing 
lel- O) has airfoil ections clo e to the propeller hub. 
Propeller ( avy pI fll I form 5 6 - 9) has the round 
part of the shank carrying farther out on tll blade anel 
fairing slowly into an airfoil section. Propeller Bx i 
'ose 4 
lose 6 FI GURE 5.-Continued. No e shapes of cowlings tested. Kose 7 
to cover dillerent degree of baffling in tills inve ' tiga-
tion, the baffles were moved back }~ inch for a few te t . 
The batHes were removed for several tests, as shown 
in table 1. 
Propellers.-Two 10-foot diameter, 3-blade Hamilton 
tandard adjustable propellers (fig. 7) were used for 
141671-37-2 
the same as propeller B exc pL that the Ji ·tributioll 
of bla Ie-angle setting beyond the 70-percent radius 
has been change 1. A more complete description of the 
propellers i giv n in the associated report on pro-
peller (reference 8). 
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Nose 8 Nose 9 
Nose 15 Nose 17 
Nose 18 FIGURE S.-Contin ued. Nose shapes of cowlings tested. ose 19 
Cylinder 
barrel --_ 
0 0 
r IBO° 
dit 
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De toil 
of" fin s 
"--Boffle 
FIGUJlE 6.- t8ndard bame arrangement. 
~( (( lit \ \ 
4 ... :3 2 .. .I 
.. 'Position , .. 
Spinner I 
Spinner 6 
~ L. ~ I~ Qj I~ , ~ ~ , Q.. f1,..pr op e,'er oxk 1.5': 
-
I 
I propeller (Revolved with p ropeller) .... 
Spinner 2 
Fo~~dof \ 
L. I~ 
I
§-I~ 
Spinner 7. 
Cut out here 
to fit over - . ... 
propeller. 
FIGURE 7.-Propellers used for the cowling tests. 
J ~ ~ 7.4" L. ~(~ I~ '" Ii' '" §-' l. O"j Q.. Oi Q.. I\J ~ f\J ~ I 15:, .. 
., ..· P r opeller axis 
~ L, \ , L . Behind propeller (Slolionary) 
.'L 
Spinner 3 Spinners 2 and 3 
.. ···Propeller axis 
----'~ 
Cut oul here· ·· ..J 
to fit over 
propeller. 
Spinner 10 
FIGURE .-Spinner shapes and pOsitions. 
9 
Spinners.- Dimensioned drawing of the spinner 
shapes and their positions with reference to the plane 
of the propeller n,re given in fi gure 8. (Sec a.lso fi O" . 9. ) 
pinner 9 was the only spinner that admitted air 
tllTough the center. 
Special devices .- everal special devices were 
tested in order to gain some insight into their effects 
on the normal arrano-ement. 
1. Auxiliary airfoil : A circular airfoil of the section 
shown in figure 4 (a) wa u eel in combination with 
, 
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nose 7. Auxiliary airfoil 1 was tried in two positions 
as shown. Auxiliary airfoil 2 had the nme chord 
as ai rfoil 1, but the leading edge ,,'as turned down as 
shown in the drawing. It was tried only in po ition l. 
2. In order to investigate the pos ibility of dis-
charging the cooli.ng air th wugh the rear of the nacelle, 
t he special design shown in figure 4 (b) \\'as tested. 
Spinner 9 
No.7 
No.6 
No.1 
air flowed around the cylinder. Four pitot tubes and 
four static-pre sure tube were placed across the exit 
of the bafJle to determine the energy in the air at 
tbat place. ixteen pitot tube and eigh t static-pre -
sure tu bes were place I in the exit of the skirt to measure 
the air flo\\' through the engine. Survey tubes were 
placed at in tClTals ou t ide the cowling surface to 
Spinner 1 0 
N o. 3 
No.2 
FIGUIIE 9.-Spinners. 
Cufortunately, the resistance through the nacelle was 
too large to permit a uifLCient range to be covered. 
Pressure and temperature apparatus.- tatic-prc -
sure oriflccs were placed over the inner ancl outer 
su rfaces of the cowling to give a sufficient number of 
mea urcment to determine the static pres ure at any 
poin t on these urfaces. Twelve pitot tubes and 
twelve static-pressure tube were placed between the 
fins on a cylindE'r to measure the los in energy as the 
determine the flow condition with dillerent cowling 
shapes. A survey wa made of the air tream at six 
location along the axis of the nacelle with each pro-
peller and with. no propeller. 
Thermoco uple were placed at po ition around the 
cylinder corre pondi.ng to the position of the pressure 
measurements. Hot-wire anemometers were used in 
the front and the rear of the cylinder to determine 
the relative cooling obtained in etLch place. 
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RESULTS 
The top speed actually employed in the tunnel was 
approximately 100 mile per hour. The V/nD values 
were, however, extended to depict conditions up to 
300 miles per hour at one-third the actual R eynolds 
umber. The present paper is confined to a report 
on the results of the aerodynamic properties of cowlings 
at normal-flight speeds. Several of the tests were also 
concerned with the cooling properties. 
All propellers were actually te ted throughout the 
blade-angle range of 15° to 45° (reference 8). The 
pre ent report includes only propellers Band C at a 
blade-angle setting of 25°. The test were actually 
extended over the complete range of Pc and it is en-
tirely for convenience that the results of this paper are 
confined to a representation of a normal cruising 
condition. All conclusions in regard to the results are 
definitely identical with those obtainable at any other 
value of Pc in the cruising range. The conditions 
obtained in the lower end of the speed range are pre-
sented in a separate report (reference 9). The tests, in 
general, comprised the following measurements: 
Drag, or thrust, and the power supplied. 
Pressure di tribution over nose, skirt, and nacelle 
Pressures in the front and rear of engine unit. 
Velocities through baffles and skirt opening. 
Temperatures of heated-cylinder barrel. 
Table I summarizes the condensed results pertaining 
to the experiments on cowlings under a cruising condi-
tion and includes pertinent related information. ThE' 
subdivisions relate to specific variables. The main 
division is on the basis of conductivity with secondary 
divisions for the nacelles, spinner, and other special 
devices. 
Each unit was given a designation made up of five 
numbers or letters separated by dashe. These num-
bers refer to the parts of the unit shown in figure 4 
and are, in order, nose- skirt- propeller- inner cowl-
ing- spinner. Thus 7- 2- C- 3- 7 represents a te t 
made on nose 7, skirt 2, propeller C, inner cowling 3, 
and spinner 7. A missing part i represented by the 
number O. These designations are given in column 1 
of table 1. Column 2 is the pressure PI in front of 
the engine divided by the air- tream velocity head q. 
Column 3 is the pressure in the rear of the engine p ., 
divided by q. Column 4 is the difference between 
columns 2 and 3, or t:..p/q. Column 5 gives the values 
of the conventional drag coefficient CD=D/qF. Col-
umn 6 gives the drag at q=25.6 pounds per square 
foot, which corresponds to a speed of 100 miles an houl' 
at standard conditions, or the thrust at a value of 1/.,y Pc 
of 1. at a q of 25.6 pounds per square foot. Column 
7 is the net efficiency of the arrangement at the value 
of l /.,yPc of 1.. Column presents the plffilP effi-
ciency. Colunm 9 and 10 give the index tempera-
tures at the front and back, respectively, of the barrel 
of the electrically heated cylinder. The index temper-
atures are the temperature differences between the 
cylinder and the air tream. 
FORCE MEASUREMENTS 
The total drag for the test arrangement 7- 2- 0-
3- 0 for a range of q up to 28 potmds per square foot 
is given in figure 10 . In order to have a representative 
picture in a particul!)'r case of the drag distribution of 
each part of the et-up, the pressure distribution over 
the whole tmit is shown in figure 11 (a). The values 
plotted are the nondimen ional pressures p/q measured 
along the surface of the body. The recorded pressures 
are plotted on normals to the urface at the point 
where the orifice was located. Both po itive and neg-
ative values are plotted on the outside of the body, the 
appropriate ign being indicated. 
Using the arne values, secondary plots (fig. 11) give 
the graphical integration of the axial force with the 
pres ure plotted against the radius. The area under 
the plots repre ents the pressure draO' of the body. 
The figures al 0 give the individual contribution of 
each part, the momentum in the exit slot being included. 
80 / 
./ 
V 
V ./ 
./ 
[7 
,./ 
V 
:!2 60 
~ 
f:s40 
/ 
20 
V 
,./" 
/ 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
q ,lb.jsq.ft 
F,GURE 10.-Sample drag curve for test arrangement 7-2-0-3-0. 
The actual measured drag for the unit was 72.5 
pounds and the value given by the pressure plot is 57 
pOlffids. To the latter value should be added 10 
pounds, or more, estimated for the skin friction. The 
essential point in this compari on is not the closene s 
of the agreement but the picture obtained of the rela-
tive effect of the several parts of the set-up. 
The same set-up was tested with propeller B operat-
ing (7-2-B-3-0). The conventional curves of 
propeller thrust coefficient CT , power coefficient Cp , 
a.nd propulsive efficiency 'TI are plotted against V/llD 
in the usual manner (fig. 12(a)). Of more direct 
concern in the present paper is, however, the curve of 
net efficiency 'TI n plotted against the quantity l /.,yPc 
(fig. 12 (b)), both quantities having been defined in the 
earlier analysis of the problem. As previously men-
tioned, the values of 'TI n included in table I were taken 
from uch curves of 'TI n against l /.,yPc for a value of 
l/.,ypc of 1.8. 
, 
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
As mentioned in the introduction, the drag of an 
arrangement wi thout the propeller operating i not a 
cowling or, more pecifically, may be traced back to the 
nose section. Another cau e of large losses may be 
traced back to an inefficient skirt section. An indirect 
effect of th e no e manifests it elf in a variation of the 
static pres ure on the frontal area of t,he engine, this 
pressure being always omewhat Jess than the corre-
sponding total bead of the air tream. This pre ure 
afe criterion of performance. This section and table I 
show how Lh e pressures 0'-01" th e body change with 
propellers operating in front of the body. Under the 
crui ing concl i tion reported here the effect of the pro-
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FIGURE Il.--Pressure distribution Oil tbe test ar rangement 7-2--()--~ and the integrated drag (rom the pressure distr ibution . 
peller is Ie s marked than in the condition of climb or 
take-off. 
From th e di tribu tion of the static pressure over the 
entire uni t as given graphically in figure 11, an impres-
sion of the relative importa.nee of the various parts is 
obtained. A study of a number of similar plots how 
that the pressure drag of the rear portion, or nacelle, 
remains fairly constan t, resulting in the important 
conclusion that the cause of essential differences in th e 
drags of the several arrangements is to be found in the 
on the front of the engine must be measured with con-
siderable care in order to obtain reasonable accuracy 
in the integrated pressure drag. An error of 0.05 q at 
a value of q of 25 .6 pounds per square foot corre-
ponds to an error of ] 9 pound in the pre sure drag . 
The pressures p,/q on the front of the engine, taken 
as an average of everal simultaneous mea urements 
over the area, are given in table I, The pressure 
di tribution over a number of individual cowling is 
given in figure 13. The pressure cl.istribution over a 
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number of skirts tested in conj unction with no e 7 
is given in figure 14. The effect of a propeller on the 
pressure distribution on arrangement 7- 2- B- 3-0 
is given in figure 15 for everal air speeds. The greatest 
value of uch pre sure plots lies in the possibility of 
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Attention will be called to the fact that care must be 
taken to obtain the pre sure distribution under the cor-
rect conditions. orne noses, in particular nose I, are 
very critical in regard to the effect of the propeller 
slipstream. This effect ha been referred to in the in-
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FIGURE 12.-Sample curves. Arrangement i-Z-B-3-0. Blade angle set 25° at O.75R. 
qualitatively distinguishing between desirable and 
undesirable flow characteri tic. It is possible to 
associate an efficient nose with a smooth distribution 
of the static pressure. On such a ba i one would 
evidently select no e 2, 3, or 7. 
troduction as an effect of the relative direction of the 
local u,ir flow with respect to the leading edge or con-
tour of the nose. It is interesting to observe that nose 
I, which is unusually inefficient at normal air speeds, 
u,pprofl.Ches a reasonable efficiency at low air speed . 
, 
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/-2-0-3-0 
/-2-8-3-0 
/-2-C-3-0 
3-2-0-3-0 
3-2-8-3-0 
3-2-C-3-0 
4-2-0-3-0 
4-2-8-3-0 
4-2-C-3-0 
, 
'" 
'-, 
9-2-0-3-0 
9-2-8-3-0 
9-2-C-3-0 
FIG URE 13.-Pressure dist ribution over various cowling shapes. 
2-2-0-3-0 
2-2-8-3-0 
2-2-C-3-0 
6-2-0-3-0 
6-2-8-3-0 
6-2-C-3-0 
7-2-0-3-0 
7- 2 - 8-3-0 
7-2-C-3-0 
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p/ q = l 
~ 
Skirt5 _ 
/ 
Skirt 6 
/ 
~l 
SkIrt 7 _ 
Skirt B. Flore. 0 inch 
Skirt B. Flore. ~ inch 
Skirt B. Flare. I inch 
Skirt B. Flare. cinches 
Skirt B. Flare. 3 inches 
FIGORE H.-Pressure distribution over the various skirts for test arrangement 7- X- O- 3- 0. 
Curve Arrangemenl Propeller Speed q 
selling (r.p.m.) (lbjsqfl.) 
A 7-2-0-3 -0 25.80 
B 7-2-8-3- 0 25' 648 .64 C 7-2-8 -3-0 
at 675 2.9 
D 7-2-8-3-0 0.75R 766 >---< 
E 7-2-8-3-0 835 p/ q =l 
F 7-2-8-3-0 87/ 
B 
FIGORE IS.-The effect of the propeller on pressure distribution at several air speeds. 
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Thus with a proper consideration of the effect of 
Reynold Number and the propeller slipstream, it is 
concluded that the pressure eli tribution is an excellent 
although somewhat indirect method for evolving an 
aerodynamically efficient cowling design, the procedure 
being to adjust the shape repeatedly un til the mooth-
est pre sure di tribution is reached in whatever range 
may be desired. Cowling 7 was directly produced as 
a result of this type of procedure, this cowling being 
the lea t critical to changes in operating condi tions, 
combined with high efficiency. The high negative 
pressure on the no e of the cowling is utilized in the new 
no e- lot cowling (reference 10) to give a higher pressure 
drop across the engine for cooling. 
CONDUCTIVITY 
The physical definition of the term "conductivity" 
has alren.dy been given. Two measurement are needed 
to determine experimentally thi quantity J{: the pres-
sure drop !:::"p /q acro s the re istance and the rate of air 
flow Q. The value !:::" p /q is obtained directly by a 
y tem of pressure tubes placed over the front and the 
rear areas of th e engine unit, the average being given 
in table 1. The rate of flow is determined by a number 
of permanent in tallations for velocity surveys across 
the exit opening, a total of 24 tube, 16 impact and 8 
tatic, being used. As previou ly mentioned, the 
conductivity is obtained by the formula 
Q 
FF J{=~6: 
It is to be noted that, thus defined, the quantity J{ i 
entirely a function of engine-bafHe design. That this 
assertion is strictly true wa confirmed by tests of a 
gi ven baffle arrangement with a variety of differen t 
nose and skir ts, all resulting ub tantially in the same 
va lue of J{. Independence of the Reynold Number 
\Va similarly establi~hed by tests over the entire range 
of air speeds. Thi, independency of the Reynold 
Number i explained by the fact that the pre ure loss 
in the baffle consists primarily of the exit 10 and is 
therefore nearly proportional to the Quare of the 
velocity. 
Three values of conductiyity are used in the presen t 
investigation: 
(1 ) J{= 0.0424, representing the case of the baffles 
fitting tightly against the cylinder 
barrel. 
(2 ) J{= 0.0909, representing the case of the baffles 
moved back % inch, giving a somewhat 
diverging channel along the back of the 
cylinder barrel. 
(3) l{= about 0.5, representing the case of an un-
baffle 1 engine, the pre ure drop being 
too small to be measured with sufficient 
accuracy. 
The accuracy in determining the value (1) and (2) by 
the above-de cribed method i within 1 percent. 
The e conductivities cover the u eIul range, a the 
value of the conductivity for an actual engine with 
commercial type of baffle of atisfactory design had 
been determined in the preliminary te t as J{= 0.06. 
Deeper fins and more cylinders in parallel, as used in 
2-row radial, might increase this yalue to as much as 
0.15. 
In regard to the optimum conrluctivity of the engine-
bafHe unit, it i to be observed thn,t a minimum quantity 
of air is nece sary to carry away n, given quantity of 
heat. The mn,ximum temperature lifYerence between 
the air and the cylinder i of the order of 400° F. By the 
reduction of the quantity of cooling ail', a condition i 
soon reached in which the effect of the reduced tem-
perature diA'erence more than offset other advantage. 
A reasonable increase in the temperature of the cooling 
air on passing through the baffles i of the order of 50° 
to 60° F. The corre ponding ail' quantity may be 
considered the minimum and the related conductivity 
the optimum. 
The "apparent conductivity" of the kirt exit open-
ings, defined a 12/F, i found to be large compared with 
the conductivity of the engine. The pre sure drop 
through the kirt is therefore small in comparison with 
the pressure across the engine, except for the narrowest 
kirt 3. Thi condition i different for the unbafHed 
engine. In such an engine the pre ure drop is largely 
u ed to create velocity in the exit opening. It may, in 
consequence, be een from table I that a value of very 
nearly 1q i available for cooling lU1der ordinary con-
dition . 
PUMP EFFICIE CY 
It has been shown in the first part of the paper that 
the pump efficiency is given by formula (3) 
(
6 P)3/2 1 71 ,,= J{ q 0
0
- 0
00 
for the case of the propeller off. imilarly, formula (4) 
(~fy/2 
71p= O~-"---710- 71 
i u ed for the power tests. The values of 000 and 710, 
which quantities relate to the closed ba i.c contour incli-
cated in figure 1, were determined by tests of the actual 
shape 19- 5- 0- 3- 0 as 0 0 0=0.112, or a drag of 42 
pounds at 100 miles per hour, and by test of the hape 
19- 5- 3- 0 as 710=74.2 percent. 
For propellers Band C the values of the constant 0, 
representing J{F/SP" in formula (4) at the standard 
value of l /.,yPc of 1.8 are 0.046 and 0.099 for the con-
ductivities J{ of 0.0424 and 0.0909, respectively. 
The expcrimentftlly determined pump cJflciencies flrc 
given in ta.ble 1. These cfft cicl1.cics an'· in str iet ac('onl-
unce with the definition giycn in the illt ro(\u ctOlY 
analysis :wel in complete agreement with one adopted 
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in reference 11. The drag obtained on the clo ed basic 
cowling sh ape (fig. 1) is to a certain extent arbitrary, 
thu permitting efficiencie in excess of unity as may 
be noted in a few cases. It mu t be realized that uch a 
definition permits effteiencies in excess of unity, ex-
plainable by the fact tha t orne duct arrangements 
improve the flow to ome extent, which condition might 
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FIGURE 16.- P ump efficiency against skirt exit area for several skirts. 
be expected to occur on omewhat inefficient form 
that i , forms with poor streamlining. 
The table shows widely varying pump efficiencie 
from almo t zero to more than unity (i. e., 100 percent). 
orne of the results are reproduced in figme 16, 17, and 
1. In figure 16 the pump efficiency i plotted again t 
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therefore, does not nece arily attain the optimum 
efficiency at each skirt size. Thi fact is particularly 
true for the small and the large skirt opening. otice 
that kirt 2 yields efftciencies of from 50 to more than 
80 percent for normal conductivities of baffied engines, 
find of 100 percent for the unba.ffied engine. A might 
be expected, the pump efficiency i seen to increa e 
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FIGURE I.- Pump efficiency against skirt exit area. 
-
7x IOc 
with increase in flow elocity through the cxit opcning, 
indicating that the major loss is of the nature of mixing 
or impact 10 s occulTing along the nacelle. 
Figure 17 is aero s plot of figure 16, the efficiency 
being plotted again t the conductivity, each curve repre-
enting a gi\cn ku·t. Note, in particular, th at the 
s / 3 
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"j / .~ 
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% inch~ r----
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FIGURE l7.-Pump efficiency against conductivity for nose 
7. Each curve is for a particular skirt. FIGURE 19.-Tbe effect of flaps applied to skirt for test arrangement 7- -0-3-0; K=O.0424. 
the area of the e"rit opening; each of the three curve 
relate to a constant conductivity. Note that the peak 
efficiencies increa e with the conductivity and occur 
at succes ively larger exit openino-s. It i to be noted 
that the pump effLcicncy depends to a considerable 
extent on the shape of opening and not only on it 
cro -sectional area . The curve for each conductivity, 
malleI' skirt opening yield con iderably higher effi-
ciencie at the low co nelu ctiyi ties corre poneling to 
tandard type baffles. The dotted cmve obta.ined on the 
large nacelle 2 with a small skirt opening, shown in thi 
figure for comparison, gives an efficiency of from 0 to 
90 percent in the same range of conchlCtivity, indicat-
ing definitely a beneficial influence from the lllCrease 
in nacelle eliamet r . 
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Figure 1 refers to the large nacelle, 2. Note that 
the efficiencie exceed tho e from the te t of the small 
nacelle, all lying in the range from 70 to 100 percent . 
These tests were obtained with skir t 6, the eA'it opening 
being varied by increasing or decreasing the actual 
length of the kirt. As skirt 6 is cylindrical, the exit 
area was varied without changing the external contour 
of the body. 
The effect of £lap on the pump efficiency is shown in 
figure 19, in which the pump effLCiency is plotted aO'ain t 
the fl ap angle in degrees. The steep lope of the Clll'Ye 
at small angles confirm the importance of careful stream-
lining in order to attain the highest efficiencies. These 
tests were obtained on kirt 8, which was successively 
bent in the shapes indicated in the main drawing (fiO'. 
4) . It i of intere t to note that the avail able pre sure 
drop is increased only V<.'1'y lightly by the nap (table 
I !l.. Propeller I T _ 
I- --+--12 0 
~ --] ~ 
I I I I 
l::::::::-- ~ f-- '" I ~-r--- I I 
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+-:1--
r-- - -- I-~ 
I ~ I 
I---~~ r:::: e:--
t:: ~ ~ i 
j----~ V ~ Cylinders 
I---~ I 20 
I I 
ing figure 21 (b- e) serve to illu trate the direction of 
the flow lines in front of the engine and the magnitude 
of the conductivity. The value of the conductivity 
obtained from the location of the streamline outlining 
the flo'w into the cowling is in expected agreement with 
the calculated value; thi particular streamline corre-
ponel very nearly to the smoke line shown in fiO'ure 
21(d). In figure 21(c) all the smoke [lows out ide, 
while in 21 (e) all the smoke flo\\'s defmitely through 
the cowling. Note the cIo eness of the smoke nozzle 
to the axis. These figures also demonstrate the 
instability of the flow around the no e of a cowling, a 
the smoke stream oscillates alternately in and ou t of 
the cowling. 
COOLING 
The photoO'raphic moke-flow studies show a violent 
large-grain turbulence in front of the engme. This 
I 
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I I 
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F IG l'H E 2O.-Measured streamlines for test arrangement 7- 2 n ,-3- 0_ 
1) the lllflximum increase alUounting to less than 20 per-
cent and a socia ted with a decrease in pump efficiency. 
STUDY OF FLOW LINES 
In order to gain a quantitative insigh t into the con-
dition of the flow around and into the cowling, the actual 
flow lines were determined as shown in figure 20 (the 
method used will be described in a later paper) and a 
photographic study of smoke flow was carried out. 
F igure 21 sho\\'s a group of moke pictures taken \\·ith a 
moving-picture camera. -'L tudy of the e film in 
slow motion reveals eyeral interesting details. There 
seem to exist certain fairly well-defined main fiow 
almost stationary in chflracter. The £low appear , on 
the whole, extremely turbulent with di turbances of 
large size. Figure 21 (a) shows the flow in front of the 
engme. Notice the very disturbed flo\\' . Th remain -
fact must be kept in mind \\-hen analyzing the results 
of the rooling te ts. The e 1'e nIts are given in com-
pact form in the main table I. The temperatures given 
are the temperature of the front and the back of the 
cylinder barrel. Figure 22 (a) is an example of the 
actual distribution of the temperature around the 
electrically heated cylinder, the front being indicated 
by the 0°. This test refers to the standard baffl e 
arrangement shown in cro s section in figure 6. The 
temperatures plotted are the differences between the 
cylinder temperature and that of the tunnel air stream. 
The electric heat input was held constant throughout 
all tests at 1.75 kilowatt so that the index temperature 
is a direct measure of the local heat transfer. All 
heat-transfer te t are taken at a tunnel speed of 100 
mile per hour. 
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(a) Smoke Oow in front of tbe cowling witbont tbe propeller. (b) Smoke lIow into the cowling witbout tbe propeller. 
FiGURE 21.- Smoke Oow around cowlings. 
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operating. 
FIGURE 21.-Continued. Smoke Oow around cowlings. 
F ULL-SCALE TESTS OF N. A. C. A. COWLI as 21 
(e) Smoke fl ow into the cowl ing inside the streamline with the propeller 
operating. 
FIGURE 21.-Continued. Smoke fl ow aroun d cowlings. 
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A reference point for the index temperatures tabu-
lated in table I is obtained by comparing any given ea e 
wi th the temperature given for the te t arrangement 
7- 2- B- 3- 0, \\'hich copic an actual power run of a 
similar engine of 550 horsepower te ted at the same 
tunnel velocity of 100 mile per h our and using the 
same external cO\\'ling al'l'angement. Thi engme 
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Flla"HE 23.-Rear index temperature agai nst !::J.p for the \"arious noses on skirt 2; 
/(= 0.0 124. 
howed a maximum cylinder temperature of 400° F. 
above that of the air s t ream. The index temperature 
of 73° shown in table I for thi particular test repre-
sents, thereforc, exactly the same condition of cooling; 
th at i , a rear temperature of more than 73° may be 
considered unsatisfactory in the same sense as a tem-
perature in exce s of 400° F. a boye that of the sur-
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FI Gl ' H E 24.-Hear index tempera ture against ..lp for the " arious skirts for nose i with 
no propeller; 1( = 0.0 12-1 . 
roundings in the actual case. Other plots of tempera-
ture distribution around the cylinder barrel arc shown 
in figures 22 (b ) and (c) . It i to be noted that th e 
condition constituting uITlcient cooling on the Pratt 
& " ' hitney W asp Sl1-11- 0 might be too conservative. 
It is entirely possible that a reference temperature of 
0° F. or even of 90° F. might represent sufficient 
cooling on improved designs. 
Figures 23, 24, 25, and 26 illustrate the dependency 
of the rear index temperature on the pressur drop 
across the engine, plotted on logarithmic c.ale. The 
slope of the line that seems to fit the experimental 
re ults the closest is - 0.31, or T1= Ct:;p -O.31. Figure 
23 show result for the variou no e hape using sbrt 
2 and no propeller; figure 24, the results for variou 
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and i \\'ith skirt 2; j(= 0. 0~2·1. 
skirts in conj unction with nose 7 ; figure 25 give the 
results for a number of combinations of propellers and 
spinners on noses 2 and 7; and figure 26 hows the 
re ults for the concluctiyity 0.0909 both for the large 
and the small nacelles. Two main conclu ion may be 
drawn from these result : 
(1) That the rear ind ex temperature for a given con-
ductivity depends only on the pre ure drop through 
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F IGc RE 26.- Hear index temperature Hgainst..lp for se,'eral arrangements; /(=0.0909. 
the baffl e. All points lie reasonably clo e to the ayer-
age line drawn in the figure . 
(2) That th inCl'ea ed conductivity ha a detri-
mental effect on the heat tran mission. It i een by 
comparing the re ults in figures 25 and 26 representing 
the conductivities of 0.0424 and 0 .0909, respectively, 
that the temperature i increased from 78° F. to 102 0 
F. a t a given pressure drop of t:; p= 10 pounds per 
square foot. 
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In figures 27 and 2 the index temperature is plotted 
against the net efficiency 7Jn, in figure 27 for the tand-
ard conductivity K = 0.0424 and the small nacelle, and 
in fi<Yure 2 for the large conductivity K = 0.0909 for 
te t on both the small and large nacelles. The e 
charts give in a compact form the entire re lilts of thi 
inyestigation. The cost of the cooling i represented 
by the distance bet\veen the particular point 7Jn and 
the ordinate repre enting the ideal efficiency at 7Jo= 74.2 
percent. The temperatures are seen to range from 54° 
F. to more than 100° F. The curves drawn in the 
figures are con idered to be curves of constant 
performance. They are obtained by the following 
rea oning: If overcooling exi ts in a certain test, 
there is a po sihle and permissible gain in the net 
efficiency, which can be realized by using a narrower 
kirt. Assuming a constant pump efficiency there exist 
the following relation: 
The index temperature T t = 6p-O.31 constant and the 
""ork done 7Jo- 7J = 6p 3/2 constant and thus, by elimina-
tion of 6p, T i= (7Jo - 7Jn)-O.206 constant or Tt is nearly 
proportional to the inverse of --Yl1o-l1n ' Thu it is seen 
that the change in T / due to a regulation in the quantity 
of cooling air can be predicted on the ba i of the net 
efficiency. A given increase in index temperature is 
thus associated with a definite increase in net efficiency. 
Although the rear cylind er temperatures seem to 
depend in a very regular manner on the pre ure drop 
6p, the front temperature shows no uch relation hip. 
It is rather remarkable tha t the front portion of the 
cylinder cools, on the whole, just as well as the baffled 
portion. The very un table three-dimensional flow in 
front of the cowling is obviou ly very beneficial to the 
heat transmi ion. As the pre ent investigation i 
re trictecl primarily to the matter of cowling design, 
only a few remarks will be made here. It is noted 
(fig. 22(a)) that ·an unbaffled engin ::l is overcooled on 
the front and overheated on the rear, demonstrating 
conclusively the technical value of the bafl1es. A 
comparison of figures 22 (b) and (c) how the apparent 
value of a spinner in improving the frontal heat trans-
mlSSIOn. A study of the main table I reveal several 
cases of good front cooling. pinner 3 appears to show 
a very low front temperature. 
In regard to the cost of the cooling on the front, it i 
ob erv d in table I that the drag of the basic cowling 
shape is 42 pound at 100 mile per hour and that the 
drag of the better streamline form employing no e i 
only 32 pounds. It seems nece ary to conelu Ie that 
the difference of 10 pound represents the co t of the 
comparatively poor aerodynamic hape of the nose of 
the conventional type cowling, which, on the other 
hand, reappears as a beneficial effect in regard to the 
cooling of the front of the cylinders. It might be 
expected that the reasonably large spinner mi<Yht re-
claim a certain fraction, at least, of the 10-pound drag 
loss. The various spinners tested have been described 
(fig. 9). It is quite intere ting to observe that everal of 
the e spinners how a large beneficial influence on the 
front cooling, particularly the flat spinners 1, 3, and 6. 
Table II shows the front temperature obtained on 
vanou pmncrs. 
Figure 29 shows the pre nre distribution obtained 
on no e 7 in the presence of three typical spinner . In 
this group the plot (b) for pinn r 7 i of the mo t 
interest, owing to the fact that this test repre ent the 
mo t efficient arrangement obtained throughout the 
entire serie. (Cf. fig. 27. ) The high net efficiency 
and the good cooling are in this case cl finitely attribu-
table to the pinner. The relatively mall dimensions 
of this spinner make possible the p!'actical realization 
of these gains. 
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FIGURE 29.-Tbe pressure distribution as affected by several spinners. 
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There i ,finally, another problem that will be touched 
upon. It concerns the matter of baffle design. The 
present investigation confined itself to te t on a ingle 
baffle as de cribed, Pitot tubes installed between th e 
fins of the cylinder permitted the determination of the 
encl'O-Y loss along the flow path. R esults obtained in 
parallel with the temperatme cmves just presented 
(in fig. 22) are given for the total pressures in figme 30. 
Figme 30 (a) shows the e curves for the two lowe t 
conductivitie. It may b seen in figm e 6 tha t the 
baffle cover about 45°, extending from 100° to 145° 
for the t ightly fitting baffl e. It is interesting so 
obser e that only about one-third of the energy lost 
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.4 
.2 
o 
/.0. 
.8 
.2 
HI' 
-I--
H~' 
Hi' 
Baffle entra1';f.e- ---/(=00.90.9 /( =0.0.4 4 --
~ _I T f-2 0 3-0 +-~ . 1(=00.424 
1
7
-
6
-
D
-
6
-7J- " ~ ~ t 2-O-3 -o. 'jf=Oo.9o.9 1'\ 0:: r K =00424 I I 1 
7-2-o.-3-~}_ . . -- .---1'\ ~~ }(=o.o.9D9 I'll::: ~ t'--.. 
" ~ ~ ~ ---., 
1\ 
~ 
t--- ~ -........ --1'--- ,-1-2- 0-2-0 
---
1'--- I"'"' 
"" 
1'---
f"-- ",,, -...... 1---- ," 7-2-o.-2-C 
I\: 
I" I"'- .-3-2-0.-2-0 ~J. 
i ~ -.l 
" 7-6-0.-2-0 
I 
7-2-'0.-3-0, --Baffle entrance 
7-2-B-3-D ' 
-........ ~ 
~ 
~ 
1\ 
~ 
" l\. ~ 
takes place inside the baffle and two-third behind. 
The baffle transpo ed rearward one-half inch and 
forming a divergino- channel appears to provide a more 
effi cient design, the exit los being fai.rly small . The 
next figure 30 (b) how several ca e with baffles 
removed. The low pressure in front of the cylinder 
with nose 3 is rather noticeable. The standar 1 baffle 
i shown again in figure 30(c). Notice the light 
effect of the propeller. Figure 30(d) is o[ intcrc t 
as it refer to the test arrangement 7-3- 0 - 3- 7 , 
which represents in every 1'e pect the best combination 
discovered in the inve tigation. 
' -Baffle entr ance 
(7- 2 0. 3 7 
~7-2-C-3- --.... b: b-, 
~ I~ 
1"0. ~ 
1'-.1"-
1\ 
'\ 
'\[\ 
r--(d) ~ 
'1 
.~-2-D-3-D 
=0..0424 I I I ~t-- ,-t-- ~2-0-3-0 
-""""n-. "r--- " / =00909 
7-2-0.-2-0; i'-- b;' '\ I I Baffles -
r---~ \ remaveo Baffle 
"'"' 
~ er>trance 
I\, 
/( =0 0.424---
--K =Oo.909 \~ 
1,\ 
r (e) 
I 
0. 45 90 135 o 18 
Front Reo r 
Angular position around cylinder, degrees 
(a) Se'-eml cases witb no propeller. 
(b) everal cases with no propeller and with baffles removed . 
(c) Rererence case with no propeller and with propeller B; 1(= 0.0124. 
(d) Condition correspond ing to most effi cient cooling; [(=0.0121. 
(e) Comparison at the ditTereuL cond ucti vities . 
o 45 90. 135 180 
Front Rear 
Angular posi lion around cylinder, degrees 
FiGURE 30.-Total pressure distribution around the cy linder. 
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GE ERAL CONCLUSIONS 
l. It has been found that the basic blun t-n ose 
co wling sha pe of an nir-cooled engine has a eh·ng 
omcwhat in ex css of that of a more properly tream-
Jine hape, uch as an ail' hip form. It wa hown 
thnt the blunt nose is the cause of an in tability in the 
nir now in fron t of the cowling that sets up a large-
scale turbulence . Tllis t urbul ence accounts for tbe 
remarkably good coolino- on the fron t of the engine. 
The mechanical co t of thi par ticular cooling compare 
fayorably "ith the pre sure cooling ob tained on the 
rear of the engine. 
2. The pumping effi ciency, the ratio of the intern al 
work done to the work expended by the corresponding 
in crease in ch·ag, has been found to range from alm o t 
zero to more than uni ty. The pump effi ciency is 
largely depen dent on the now Yeloci ty and the lHlJ)C 
of the exit pa age. 
3. The leading eclge of the cowling houl d be ginn n 
::; mooth, yery rounded form, such a nose 7. The 
diameter of the cO\ding inl et nose opening wa fo und 
to be of li ttle signifi c,ln ce, ei ther in reo-ard to clrn g 01' 
in regard to cooling. As a general rule, the larger th e 
opening, the better , care being taken only to provid e 
a proper design of the no e con to ul". In tlli conn ection, 
i t is " "or th keeping in mind that the flow immediately 
in front of the cowling is nlmost rndial. A too ka igh t 
cowling gins rise to a condi tion of breakd o,,"n of the 
now at the front edge of the cowling. Thi eHect was 
demonstrated in the pre ent ilwestigation in the case 
of co,,"ling 1. 
4. It has been found tha t a smooth conto llr lin e for the 
skir t design i a primary requiremen t. The rear 
cdo-e of the skir t should not project into the air stream. Tl~e necessary exit opening 110uId be obtained by a 
retraction of the inner cowling. The design of the 
in ner cowling is less cri tical. 
5. The most obyiou method of yarying the pressure 
across the en o-ine is to yary the area of the e).i t opening. 
If this increa e in area i accompanied by an ou tward 
(I a re of the trailing edge n i accompli hed by the 
use of cowl fla ps, a sligh tly greater increase in the pres-
sure cliHerence can be obtn ined than that resulting from 
a simpl e ill crease in area. 
6. It is obvious from theoretical con iderations that 
in a normal cruising condi tion the propeller causes only 
a sliabt contraction of til streamline around the nacelle 
b . 
and that therefore no important effects of any kInd are 
to be e:x:pected. This effect ,,"a amply verified by th e 
test results. The propeller actually shows a blocking 
effec t that gives a ligh t decrease in cooling. pinner 
influence the tabili ty of the flow around th e fron t of 
the cowling and 10, in ome cases, improve the over~all 
performa nce of the combina tion. Spinner 7 on owlmg 
7 howed both an increa e in net effi ciency and improved 
cooling. The condi tion at low air peed is discu ed in 
reference 9. 
7. T ests perform ed on the combination with the 
larger afterbody showed a consistent increa e in per-
formance, demonstrating the importance of a moo th 
merging of the con to ur line of the fron t and . afterb~d y 
and the value of a better exposure of the eXI t openmg 
of tbe unexpanded and tabler air stream . 
. The main resul t of the cooling problem tudiecl in 
thi im"estigation i t ha t a tigh tly baffl ed engine is 
defini tely uperior in regard to cooling efficiency. The 
result obtained at th e minimum conductivity K = 
0.0424 are in every respect better than tho e ob tained 
at the conductivi ty K = 0. 0909 or on an unbafTI ed en-
o-ine. Another impor tan t re ul t i the observation that ~h e inherent large-scale t urbulence occurring in fron t of 
tbe cowling account for the good cooling on the ex-
po ed fron tal area of the engine. This eLYec hould, of 
course, be used to the fullest extent in the de ign of 
baffl e . 
9. It is of in tere t to note that, although increasecl 
conclucti vity of an engine is beneficial to pump effi ciency, 
the detrimen tal eO'ect on cooling is so much greater that 
no compromi e is po , ible. In otber wor ls , a tightly 
baffied engine i uperior in over-all performance in 
spite of :1n infe rior pumping effi ciency. v~Ti th ~ new 
type of nose-slot co wling greater pump effi CIency IS ob-
tained at low conductivities. 
L ANGLEY l\I E ~IORIAL A ERO TAUTI CAL L ABOliATORY, 
NATIONAL ADVI SORY COMMITTEE FOR A ERONA T I CS, 
L ANGL EY F IELD, V A., i\;fay 18,1936. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
P I> pre ure in front of the engine. 
Pn pressure in rear of the engine. 
IJ.p, pres ure drop acros the engine, IJ.P=P,-PT' 
D , drag of the eowling-na lle unit . 
Do, drag of a smooth nacelle entirely enclo ing the 
engme. 
q, dynamic pressure of the air tream. 
p, den ity of the air. 
F , frontal area of the engine. 
D 
GV= qF 
G Do 
vO= qF 
Q, quantity of the air flowin g through the cowling. 
V, velocity of the air t ream. 
"1v (D~iJo) V' pump efficiency, without propeller. 
R, net force on the thru t balance with propeller on. 
T= R + D, propul ive thrust . 
P, power u pplied to propeller. 
"1,,= RJ, net efficiency of propeller-nacelle unit . 
S, propeller disk area. 
P c= q%V' unit disk loadino·. 
1 3/ pS 
"';;P
c 
= V -V 2P 
"10, net propeller-nacelle efficiency obtained on same 
et-up as used for Dc. 
"1 p= ( QIJ.P) p ' pump efficiency with propeller oper-
"10- "1" 
ating. 
A, area of the free air tream. entering the cowling. 
A 
k= ~lJ.t 
A 
K k F d " f1 . = "F= ~IJ.:' con UCtlVlty o ' tle engme. 
Q=K~IJ.:FV 
P2, static pres ure at the exit of the lot. 
V2 , velocity in the exit of the slot. 
IJ.P2, pressure drop through exit passage. 
A 2, area of exit of the slot. 
IJ.P = lJ.p + IJ.P2, total pressure drop acro scowling. 
K 2, apparent conductivity of the e)..-it lot. 
IJ.t =(Ft )T.k2+ I~22} relation of conductivitie of 
engine and lot exit. 
n, revolution per second of the propeller. 
D, diameter of the propeller. 
GT = ;D4' thru t coefficient . pn 
Gp = fD5' power coefficient. pn 
n~' advance-diameter ratio of the propeller. 
TV 1 . ill ' 
"1=p' propu lve e' lOwncy. 
T i , index temperature. 
IV, work done by the cooling air. 
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TABLE I.-CO DENSED EXPE RIME TAL RESULTS 
8 10 
--------------- --- ---1----- ----1-- -1---'----1 
De~ignation o( arrangement 
PIQ p,q (2-3) Aplq 
Drag in lb. at 
q=25.6 lb. per 
CD sq . (t., or thrust ~n at 
(DlqF) at I i' P ,= L8 11 VP,=L8 
and q=25.6 lb. 
per sq. (t. 
NACELLE I-ZERO AIR 
Index tem pera-
tUfes 
Front 
1'1 
Rear 
T, 
Remarks 
2- .'>-0 -3-0 ___ ___ _ 45. 0 ______________ ____ . _____________ __ __ Closed skirt. 
7- 2- 0 -3- L __ ___ _ 
7 3 0 - 3- L ____ _ 
7- (j--O -3-0 _______ _ 
7- 7- 0 -3-0 __________ ___ __ _ 
7- ()--O - 3- 0 ___ __ __ _ __ ____ __ . 
L 00 -0.274 1. 274 
LOO -.071 1.071 
LOO -.417 L417 
LOO -.442 L442 
1.00 -.371 1.371 
0.1193 
.1365 
.1246 
.1749 
.245 
.1616 
In ~~~~~ ~~~~~:~ ;~~~L ~~~L~~~ :~E fC~;;~~Jirs~at plate a teront o( 
STANDARD DAFFLES-CONDUCTI VI 'l' Y 0.0424 
()-- 2- 0 - 3- 0 __ _ __________ _ 
0- 2-(' - 3- 0__ _ __________ _ 
1- 2- 0 - 3- 0 __ _ 
1- 2- D - 3- 0_ 
1- 2 -C - 3- 0 __ _ 
2- 2- 0 - 3-0 ___ _ 
2- D - 3- 0 __ _ _ 
2 2 C - 3-0 ___ _ 
2- .'>-0 - 3- 0 ___ _ 
3- 2-0 - 3--0 __ 
3 2- D -3-0 __ _ 
:1 2-C - 3-0 ____ _ 
1- 2- 0 - 3- 0 _____ _ 
4-- 2- D - 3- 0 _____ _ 
4- 2- C -3-0__ ___ _ _______ _ 
5- 4- 0 - 2- 0 _ _____________ _ 
(j-- 2-0 - 3- 0______ _ ________ _ 
(j-- 2-D - 3- 0 _______________ __ _ 
6- 2-C - 3- 0 ____________ ___ _ _ 
(j-- 3-0 -3-0 _________________ _ 
(j-- 4--0 - 2-0 _______________ _ 
7- 2- 0 - 3-0 ________________ _ 
7- 2- D - 3- 0 ________________ _ 
7- 2-C - 3- 0 ________________ _ 
7- 2- D,-3-0 ___ ____________ _ 
7- 3-0 - 3- 0______ _____ _ __ 
7- 4-0 - 2-0 ____________ ____ _ 
7- 6-0 - 3-0 ________ . _____ _ 
7- 7-0 -3-0___ ___ _ ____ _ 
7- 7-(' - 3-0 ___ _ 
7- ()--O - 3- 0 ___ _ 
7- 8-0 - 3-0 _____ . 
7- C -3- 0 ____ _ 
7- 0 -3-0 _____ _ 
7- -C - 3-0 _____ _ 
7- 8- 0 -3-0 ___ _ 
7- 8-C -3-L __ 
7- 8- 0 -3-0 ___ _ 
7- 8-C -3-0 ___ _ 
7- - 0 -3-0 ___ _ 
8-C -3-0 ____ ____ _ 
3-0 - 2- 0 ___ ___ _ 
- .'>-0 -2-0 ____ _ _ 
9- 2- 0 - 3-0 ___ _ 
9- 2- B -3- 0____ _ ________ _ 
9- 2- C -3-0 _________________ _ 
LOQ.l 
.910 
LOO8 
.982 
.906 
.956 
:~ 
.973 
77 
53 
. 99 
1.0Q.l 
.89-1 
.984 
.971 
5 
68 
.902 
.960 
.983 
.901 
.871 
: ~ 
. 952 
.975 
.967 
71 
.953 
0.956 
70 
. 9 0 
17 
. 972 
74 
.995 
. 872 
. 9 0 
74 
0.959 
42 
.836 
_ --- _____ 1 0.9 4 1 
_ _________ .893 
1.'>- 2-0 - 3-0 ___ _ 
1.'>- 2-C - 3- 0 __ . 
- . 295 
-.230 
-.062 
-.050 
- . 059 
=: ~~ 
- .057 
1.299 
L 140 
I. 070 
I. 032 
.965 
J.0Q.l 
.9 3 
.939 
-.051 I. 024 
-.061 .939 
- . 062 . 915 
-.039 I. 027 
-.032 I. 036 
- . 045 .944 
.064 .920 
-.058 I. 030 
- .061 . 945 
-.074 .942 
.345 . 616 
.047 .913 
-.046 I. 030 
-.053 .954 
-. 062 .933 
- . 045 . 934 
.358 .588 
.067 5 
- .218 1.194 
-.249 L 215 
-.312 1.183 
-.261 I. 214 
-0.222 
- . 264 
- .233 
-.293 
- . 242 
-.319 
- . 246 
-.289 
- . 246 
-.291 
- 0.058 
-.077 
- .680 
-0.031 
-.044 
1.179 
I. 133 
L 213 
I. 170 
I. 214 
I. 193 
I. 241 
1. 161 
I. 225 
1. 165 
I. 017 
.919 
.916 
1. 182 446. 0 ____ _______ _ 0.058 
.068 
.214 
.316 
.320 
.517 
. 421 
.412 
__ ________ ___________ _____ -0. 075 
.330 
.194 
.123 
. 196 
.1935 
. 1755 
.2027 
.1603 
.1755 
.1929 
.1497 
.1772 
. 2700 
.387 
.237 
0.265 
.307 
.372 
.506 
.583 
FLAP 
124.5 
206.0 
211. 0 
73.0 
222.0 
223.0 
46.4 
74.0 
226.0 
227.0 
73. 0 
214.0 
21 . 0 
66.4 
76. 5 
224.0 
220.0 
60.5 
66.4 
72. 5 
223. 0 
223.0 
226.0 
56.5 
67.0 
102.0 
146. 0 
167.0 
9.5 
100.0 
201. 0 
!l6.0 
186. 0 
140.5 
170.0 
191. 0 
168. 0 
220.0 
73. 0 
------ -~- - 9-
. 605 
.636 
.640 
1.7 
71.6 
57. 1 
56.2 
------- ----- -- -~52i - - --6ii~o- --- 57~O -
------j1f :!~~ --- 59~8 - - - - 60~8 -
________ ____ . 539 ____ ___________ _ 
.612 .375 __ __ _____ ______ _ 
.625 .363 __ ______ ___ ____ _ 
____________ 23 ___ ____________ _ 
- -- ----~ 042- ::J ___ :~ ~ ~ ____ ~~~~ _ 
.63 1 .380 ____ _____ ______ _ 
_____ _______ .417 1.8 68.8 
___________ _ .813 ___ __ ___ ____ ___ _ 
-------:63~- : ~n 9: ~ ~~: ~ 
.640 .468 77. 2 64.7 
.646 .432 ________ ___ ____ _ 
_________ __ _ . 494 104. 6 70.5 
_______ _____ . 757 ____ ___________ _ 
____________ .349 82.0 59.0 
______ _____ _ .205 71. 3 50.7 
. 478 I. 0 I. 7 
______ ___ ___ . 451 I. 5 60.0 
-- -.-.------ 0. 353 ---.-- -- ---.----
0.576 .336 
-- -- ----
-.-.-.--
-------.----
.289 
-------- ----".--
.534 .280 
--
.---- --------
---.---.----
.218 
---- --- --------
. 486 .235 
----- --- ----
. 149 
.310 .134 
-------- -----.--
------- -----
.122 
-------- --------
.268 . 109 
------ -- --------
STREAMLINE SHAPE 
0.1007 
. 6861 
.1987 
38. 0 
32.5 
75.0 :::::::::::: --O~ 497- -- -7io- --- 04 ~ O-
228.0 
224.0 
NOSE TO FIT BLOWER 
PERFORATED D I SK 
0.653 .456 74.0 75.0 
. 643 . 408 68. 0 69. 0 
99.0 I 95. 0 00.5 1 63.0 
27232 . 00 1------0--. 64---0-1 0.
429 1-- --- ---1 --------1 354 ______________ _ 
229.0 . 655 .365 110.0 71. 0 
I - 2-0 - 3- 0_ ___ I 0. 793 1 -0. 074 1 18- 2- D --3- 0____ :::::::: : :: .7 -.083 
1 - 2-C - 3-0____ _ __ ___ ______ .692 -.686 0: ~i I--- ~~:~-I .77 ______ __ _ _ 
F L AT DISK 
Zero cooling air. 
Conductivity 0.060. 
li minary test. 
Do. 
Do . 
~2 - incb flare . 
Do. 
I -incb Clare . 
Do. 
2-incb Clare . 
Do . 
3-incb flare . 
Do . 
Zero cooling a ir. 
Do . 
19- 2-0 -3-0 ______ _________ __ 1 ________ 1 -0.300 1 ____ ______ 1 0. 1259 1 19-.'>-0 -3-0___ _______________ __ ____ __ __ ________ __________ .1115 
19- .'>-D - 3-0 _______________________________________________________ _ 
19- .'>-C -3-0 ________________________ ___ ____________________________ _ 
47.51 -- --------- -1--- - -- - -1-------1-· .-2 0 ________ ____ ______ _ _ _______ ... _ _ 
254. 0 0. 7 _____________________ _ 
259.0 .742 ___________________ _ 
_I Zero cooling air. 
_ Zero cooling ai r. (.CDol. 
_ Zero cooling air. 
Zero cooling air. l~o) . 
P re-
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TABLE I.- CO DENSED EXPERIMENTAL RE LTS- Continued 
5 8 9 10 
------------ ----------------- ----1---1---'----
Designation of arrangement 
"" c 
~ ;: 
., 0 ~ 
=a " 
., 
ill ~ 0- iil . ~ 0 ~ 0 Q Z p:: .:l 0-W W 
1- 2- 0 -3-1 ___ _____ ___ _____ _ _ 
1- 2--C -3-'-- ______ _______ _ _ 
1- ? 0 -3-'--___ _____ _____ _ 
1- 2-0 -3-2 ________ ______ ___ _ 
1- 2-(' -3-2_ ~ ______________ _ 
1- 2- -3-9 ____ _____________ _ 
2- 2- 0 - 3- 3 _________________ _ 
2- 2-C -3-3.. ______________ _ 
i - 2- 0 -3-1. ________________ _ 
i - 2- B -3-'--_______________ _ 
i - 2-C -3-1 _______________ _ 
7- 2-0 -3-2 __________ ____ _ 
7- 2- n - 3- 2 __________ ____ _ 
7- 2- C -3-2.0 __________ __ _ _ 
i - 2-0 -1-3 ______________ __ _ 
i - 2- n -3- 3 ________ __ ___ ____ _ 
i - 2- - 3-3 _____ __ __ ______ _ 
i - 2- (' - 3-3.0 ___ __ __ ____ _ 
i - 2-0 -3-2&~ __ __ ________ _ 
i - 2- B -3-2&3 ______ ______ _ 
i - 2- 0 -3-6 _____________ ____ _ 
7- ? - B -3-6 __ _____ __ ____ _ 
7- 2- C -3-6 _____ __ ___ __ _ 
i - 2-0 -~-7.. _____ ____ _____ _ 
7- 2-C -3-i _______ __ _______ _ 
7- 2- C -3-9 ___________ __ _ 
7- 2-C -3-10 _________ ____ __ _ 
3- 2-0 -3-0 _________ 
--------3- 2-C -3-0 ________ 
- - -------
7- 2-0 -3-0 __ 
7- 2-B.-3-o... __ ::::::: :::::: 
7- 2-0. -3-0 ____ . _____________ 1 
7- 2- B.-3-o _________ __ __ _ 
7- 2- 0 -3-0 _______________ _ 
7- 2-11,- 3-0_____ _ ________ 1 
7- 2- 0 - 3-0 ______________ _ 
7- 2- n.- 3-0 ___ _ _________ _ 
PI/q 
o. 5~~ 
.674 
.437 
.707 
.723 
.743 
95 
:32 
.4 1 
. 673 
.547 
.54 
. 677 
.608 
-.li6 
-.028 
- .087 
.671 
- .126 
.009 
.251 
.4:31 
.:35 1 
. ii8 
.744 
.199 
.606 
0.864 
.775 
.871 
.844 
0.961 
. 906 
.965 
76 
.9i7 
.905 
p,/q 
-0.05 
-.071 
-.103 
-.074 
-.073 
-.071 
- . 062 
-.071 
-.0 
-.070 
-.087 
-.069 
-.066 
-.04 
-.210 
- 178 
- 194 
- .032 
-.206 
-.177 
-.121 
- . 106 
- . 117 
-.070 
-.065 
-.145 
-.080 
-0.049 
- . 063 
=:g:~ 
-0. 036 
-.039 
-.038 
-.045 
-.028 
-.038 
(2-3) 
l:.p/q 
0.683 
.745 
. 540 
.7 1 
.796 
.814 
.957 
.903 
.569 
.743 
.634 
.617 
.743 
.692 
. 034 
. 150 
107 
.753 
.OSO 
. I 6 
.375 
.537 
.468 
48 
.809 
.344 
.686 
Drag in lb. at 
q=25.6 lb . per 
CD sq. ft ., or thrust 'n at 
(D/qF) at 1 / ~=1.8 1/<lP;= 1.8 
and q=25.6 lb . 
0.1855 
.1841 
.1975 
.1 95 
.1 15 
.1 15 
.1550 
.1510 
.1722 
.1935 
per sq. ft . 
SPE NERS 
2i~: ~ 1---- --ii~iii7 -1 
69. 5 _______ ___ _ _ 
74.5 ______ ____ _ _ 
214 . 0 .612 
222.0 .637 71. 5 ___________ _ 
22.0 .654 6 .5 _______ ____ _ 
221.0 .634 
230.0 .660 6 .5 ________ ___ _ 
222.0 .635 
224.0 .643 
5 .5 
216.0 
220.0 
228.0 
57.0 
219.0 
65.0 
220.0 
224.0 
73.0 
231. 0 
231. 0 
230.0 
. 620 
.631 
.652 
.628 
.630 
.642 
SPECIAL DEVICES-HO, EYCO 1B 
0.913 0.1908 72.0 -- ----6~ii-4-38 239.0 
.914 .1908 72.0 
----- - ------
.892 232.0 . 664 
AUXILIARY AIRFOIL 
O. 997 O. 2200 3.0 
------ ------
1:6~~ --- -._2320- 228.0 0.653 7.5 
-- ------ ----
.921 225.0 .646 
1. 005 .2040 77.0 
------------
.943 229.0 .657 
TAIL PUMP CONDUCTIVITY 0.0250 
0.321 
.237 
. 232 
.339 
.252 
. 323 
. 504 
.452 
.256 
.272 
. 284 
.291 
.275 
.268 
.006 
.022 
.015 
.334 
.024 
.032 
.159 
.161 
148 
. 400 
.413 
.115 
.313 
0.461 
.609 
.464 
.495 
0.386 
. 475 
. 351 
. 423 
.458 
.493 
Index tern pera-
tures 
Front Rear 
TI 1', 
3.0 75. 0 
84.0 56.0 
7 .0 59.0 
72. 5 66.0 
59.0 62.0 
65.0 63.0 
67.0 65.0 
62.0 59.0 
112.0 15.0 
50.0 7 .0 
6.0 112.0 
2.062.0 
7.0 128.0 
65.0 9 .0 
69.5 74.0 
55.0 63.0 
66.0 74.0 
0. 0 67.0 
65.0 54.0 
55. 0 85.0 
63.0 66.0 
69.0 73.0 
64.0 65. 0 
84.0 70.0 
------ -- - --- ----
-------- ---- ----
6.0 63.0 
2.0 64.0 
----- --- --------
---._--- --------
Remarks 
Positiou l. 
Do. 
PosiLion 2 . 
Dishpan. 
Do. 
PosiLion 1. 
Do. 
Do. 
Dishpan. 
l'J'O. 1 position 1. 
Do. 
No . 1 position 2. 
Do . 
0.2 position I. 
Do. 
I~= ~~ =~~::::-::::::::::::: I - -ii.-ii28-1----ii.-357-1----ii.-57i-1 0: ~g7~ 1 
2- 5- B -3-0._______ _________ .903 .281 . 622 __ _______ _ 
0. 685 1::::::::1::::::::1 Zero cooling air. 
.270 _____ __________ _ 
41.0 1------------1 .  ___________ _ 
242.0 0.693 
NACEJJLE I-BAFFLES BACK ~ INClI-CONDUCTIVITY 0.0909 
7- 2-0 -3-0_ 0.992 0.116 O. 76 0.2000 75.5 
------------
0.837 68.0 72.0 
7- 2-n.-3-o _:::::::::::::::: 91 :~~ .772 229.0 0.656 .777 0.0 90.0 7- 3-0 -3-0 _____________ _____ .941 
1: ~~~ .1510 57.0 --- - -- ------ .480 9.0 9 .0 7- 6-0 -3-0 __________________ .999 -.139 .2910 110.0 ---- -- ------ .615 59.0 63.0 
7- 7-0 -3-0 _____________ ____ _ .987 -.206 1. 193 .4130 156.0 
------------
. 393 60. 0 63.0 
NACELLE l-BAFFLES REMOVED-CONDUC'rIVrry APPROXIMATELY 0.3- 0.6 
0- 0-0 - 2-0____ _ ___ _______ 1 ________ ---------- - --- ------
1- 2-1l -2-0_____ _______ _____ 0. 958 O. 5 0.123 
1- 2-C - 2- U_ _ ___ _ _______ .?~ . 16 . 062 
3- 2-0 -2-0__________ _______ .909 .428 .4 I 
3- 2-C -2-0.._____________ ___ . 747 .320 .427 
7- 2-0 -2-0__________________ 1. 015 .768 .247 
7- 2-C -2-0__________________ . 68 .676 . 192 
7- 3-0 - 2- 0__________________ . 993 .902 . 091 
7- 6-0 -2-0-.________ ________ .999 .447 .552 
0.399 
.1630 
.2040 
.1616 
.1325 
. 2400 
150.5 
61. 5 
243. 0 
77.0 
219.0 
61.0 
237.0 
50.0 
90.5 
BUMPED COWLING 
17- 0-0 -2-0__________ ________ 0.916 0.866 0.050 0.1259 
17- o-C -2-0..__________ _____ _ . 65 .800 .065 17-10-0 -2-0__________________ ________ ___ _____ __ _______ ___ .1232 
17- 10-C - 2-1l ___________________ _______ ___________ ___ __________ ____ _ _ 
47.5 
250.0 
46.5 
255.0 
0.697 
.628 _____ __ _ 
.680 ___ ___ _ _ 
5.0 
65.0 
3 .5 
42.0 
50.0 
53.0 
76.0 
44.0 
9.0 
113.0 
87.0 
95.0 
100.0 
115.0 
146.0 
72.0 
0.716 ______ ___ ______________ _ 
.730 _______ _ ________ _______ _ Nose closed oft Do. 
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TABLE I.- CONDENSED EXPERIME TAL RES LTS- Continued 
Designation of arra ngement 
~ 6 
.£ <- ~ 
g 51 ~ <: 0- c " 0 ~ " "Eo ~ if- Ii:; ,:; if. 
IU- 9-D -6-0 .... __________ __ 
, - 7 -D ---I-D .... __ __ __ __ __ 
7- 7- Bs- 4-D .... ___________ __ 
7- 7-C --4-D .... __________ __ 
7- 6-0 -5-D.. ____________ _ 
7- 6-D,-5-D_ __ _________ _ 
7- 6-D -5-D _ __ _______ _ 
7- 6-D,-5-D .... 
7- 6-D -5-D_ .. _ 
7- 6-D,-5-0 ..... 
7- 0-0 -5-0 
7- (;-D -6-D 
7- (j-Bs-6-D 
7- 6-0 -6-0 .... __ __ __ __ __ __ 
7- (,-13,-6-0.. __________ _ 
7- '-D -{i-O .. __ _ 
7- - B,-6-0 .. 
7- 9-D -6-D ___ 
7- 9-C -6-D __ . 
pd q 
1_3 _"' 
l>.jq (2-3) :,pjq C" ( D jqF) 
6 
Dra~ iu lb. at 
q=25.6 lb. per 
sq . n., or thrust 
at I j?,P:= l. 
and q=25.6 lb . 
per sq . ft. 
10 
fudex tempera-
Lures 
Front 
1', 
Rear 
T, 
Hemarks 
XACELLE 2-STA7'<D _I. RD BAFFLES-CO . DUC'l'I\' l'l'Y 0.0424 
----~----~--~ ----;--,------
------- ---------
O. 1126 42.5 
------- -------- -------
.------- Zero ai r. 
0.962 -0. 205 I. 167 .2680 10 1. 0 0.339 0.0 53. 0 
.889 -.256 I. 145 208. 0 0.595 .38,1 91. 0 67.0 
· RR6 -.241 I. 127 205.0 .587 .357 ._---. .-------
.967 . 0 2 5 .1696 64.0 .602 59.0 87.0 1.7-i nch opening. 
· h7H .075 : 803 236.0 .677 · ,50S 9 .0 74.0 
· n\ .026 .947 .1762 66.5 · .597 S:1.0 ,57.0 2.5-inch opening. 
· h92 .023 .869 234.0 .67 1 .522 100.0 75. 0 
.9.19 -. 029 .988 .1855 70.0 .562 3.9-inch openi ng. 
. 88 1 -.033 .9 14 233.0 .668 .5,13 
.96.1 -. 139 I. 102 .2070 78.0 
- - ----------
.510 
.9 2 .028 .95·1 . 1749 66.0 -_.--.- . . 617 : }l}S-iflCh rear opell in~ . 
. 8i1 .024 53 237.0 . 679 .574 
------
.993 . 147 .~46 .1630 61. 5 
-.--------- . 635 -------- .-----
= }P<f-ioCh rear opening . 
. 885 . 134 .751 241.0 .692 .599 
--------
.953 -.2h2 I. 235 .4480 169.0 
- - ------
. 172 .------ ---- --- 2-illch fla re . 
· "72 -.425 I. 297 156.0 . 4-17 .230 D o. 
.900 .1193 45.0 
-------- -
.h90 251. 0 .120 
-- · --
-------- ----
P [);,NE RS 
!- 9-C -6-L ____________ ~1 0.?2~ 1--------.-1----.-.--.1-- -----I ~= ~=g =~= : --.--- - : ~b~ :::::::::- .:::-:~::: ::-: :. :::1 249.0 1 241. 0 237.0 0. 713 1------.-1--.----1 . 691 ___ ____ _ ____ _ . 679 ____________ _ .---- _I Positiou 1. __ ._ _ Positio n 3 . ______ . Posi t ion 4 . 
7- 6-0 -5-D .. ______________ 0.983 
i - r,-D -5-D ___________ .9i9 
7- 6-0 -6-D ______ . 980 
7- 6-D -fJ-O .975 
7- H-B,-6-D __ :::::- 69 
7- 6-D -6-D. .96 
N ACELLE 2-BAFFLES BACK H I NC IT- C07'<DUC'!' IVIT Y 0.0909 
0.428 O:?~ o. 1537\ 5 . 0 O. 5 83.0 .19 1 .1,55 67.0 . 990 77.0 
. 39·1 . 586 
.1590 I 60.0 .8.>1 80.0 
.2,10 . 735 .1 735 65.5 .919 67.0 
.241 . 6~ 
-.-is-I- 238.0 0.6JI .804 89.0 
.15t . b35 n o .900 66.0 
TABLE n .-FRONT CYLINDER TEl\IPERATURE 
OBTAINED WITH VARIO US SPINNER ' 
Designation of 
arrangement 
tJ) 
<: 
s.... ::: 
c 0 ~ 
- " '" '0 t-. C 
0. '" " o ::: .-
~~ ~ 
Front 
cylinder 
tempera-
ature 
7j 
(O F .) 
1-2-C-3-9 .. _____ 3 
~-2-D -3-3_______ 84 
2-2-C-3-3_______ 78 
7- 2- 0 -3-L_____ 72.5 
7- 2-B - 3- L ___ ._ 59 
7-2-C-3- L____ _ 65 
7-2-B-3-2_______ 67 
7- 2-C-3-2 ____ .__ 62 
7- 2- 0 -3-3 .. _____ 112 
7- 2- B-3-3_______ 50 
, -2-C-3-3.._____ 6b 
7-2-C-3-3 .... __ 2 
Hatio of 
rrotH to rear 
cy linder 
temper-
ature 
1. 106 
1. 50 
1. 323 
l. 098 
.952 
l. 033 
1. 032 
1. 05 
.709 
. 642 
.607 
1.322 
7-2-C-3-2 & 3_ .. ____ _ ___ __ 
7- 2-B-3-2 & L_ 65 
7-2-D -3-6_______ 69.5 
7-2-B-3-6____ ___ 55 
7- 2-C-3-6..___ __ 66 
7-2-D -3-7 __ _____ 0 
7-2-C-3-1.._____ 65 
7-2- C-3-9.. .. ___ 55 
.663 
.939 
. 73 
. 92 
1. 193 
1. 202 
.647 
Hemarks 
Dishpan behind propeller. 
Do. 
Position l. 
Do. 
Do. 
Dishpan behind propeller. 
92.0 IJ{-inch rear gap. 
4.0 2~ -inch rear gap . 
S.O IJ{-ineh rear gap . 
72. 0 2·inch rear gap. 
97.0 Do. 
73.0 2%,·inch rea r gap. 
U. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTIN G OFFICE 1937 
y 
""-----. 
" " 
'" ...... .... 
z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL ___ _ X X Rolling _____ 
LateraL ________ _ y y Pitching ____ 
NormaL ________ _ Z Z yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficierrts of moment 
L M 
G1=qbS Gm=qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nentalong 
axis) 
--
Y-+Z RoIL __ __ 
'" 
u p 
Z-+X Pitch ___ _ (} v q 
X-+Y yaw _____ .y w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= rD 4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ= 9 n.~ pn .I.F 
P, 
G" 
7], 
n, 
<P, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~n.~ pn .I.F 
Speed-power coefficient=-V ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 
